Film Board Meeting Minutes
Date: 3-23-2021
President Calls Meeting to Order
Approval of Last Week’s Meeting Minutes
Motion to Approve by Kevin King
Motion Seconded by Mary Schafer
Officer Reports
President
● Officer Nominations: Please nominate yourself or someone else! We need a
president, VP, treasurer and advertising chair. Reese will still be in filmboard, but as
a senior doesn't think he has the time to be president.
● We have our digital showing of the Wake Up mental health film this Friday at 5 pm.
Register at the link on our website. It's how they're keeping track of attendance and
giving out the zoom link to the movie, there won't be email lists. Please go (or, ya
know, stay at home) and watch it!
● The in-person and outdoor gathering limits have changed (25 inside, 300 outside),
so we should talk about whether we want to plan an in-person event of some sort.
Vice President
● Convince your friends to join! Please! We're sorta fun people.
Treasurer
● We just did our budgetary hearing last night. It went well.
Secretary
● Clickity clack
Equipment Supervisor
● Our fan has been fixed, they apparently replaced the motor.
Concessions
● Nothing new to report
Advertising
● Nothing to report (although Zong's mic might be an evil robot!)
Webpage
● The Friday event (Wake Up) is up on social media
Publicity
● We have fliers to hangup for the Friday movie (although they were printed and stuff a
few weeks ago).
Community Chair
● Thanks to everyone who came to the social!
Advisor

●
Committee Reports
Advertising
●
Equipment
●
Judicial
●
Movie
●
HOW’S THE BOARD?
Old Business
With a 300 people outdoor limit, we could definitely do an outdoor movie. Should we
inquire with any groups about doing an outdoor movie? Any orgs that might be
interested? Ruby can check with the daily bull. Reese is planning on talking to GSG and
Mub.
We were recommended to ask Carlos Amador as a second advisor at the budget
meeting last night.
Any ideas for spring fling? Registration ends April 1st, so we can talk about this more
next week.
Officer nomination stuff: Tom accepted the nomination for Advertising. We have one
person running for every position other than president and VP, but we would like more
people to run! Mary is running for treasurer. Zong is running for advertising and VP.
We are still working on the movie we apparently owe money to. We're looking for our
receipt right now because Universal is missing it's receipt and invoice.
HOW’S THE BOARD?
New Business
We are getting the food licence ready for next spring, and we are getting a 25%
discount because ours wasn't really used this year.
In the fall we typically have an o-week movie. If it's sponsored, we make it free. No one

has reached out to filmboard about doing an o-week movie, but we do have a movie
credit, so we could do cheaper tickets. We don't know if the movie credit is only for 1917
or for any movie.
Due to covid, a lot of movie production has slowed down or stopped in general, which
means if we do show movies in the fall, there will be a very small pool for movies being
shown. The budget committee sounded like they wanted to know where Film Board
stood with more movies coming out online, or streaming services getting almost instant
movie access. We could show older cult classic movies, or make movies more
interactive in a way (having discussions about the movie such as it's effect on the movie
industry). We could also do events (wear a spiderman costume, sing along…). We
could also do dollar movies.
Do we want to show any other movies soon? Public domain movies are fine, but not a
lot of them are particularly popular. We have already paid for 1917, so if we wanted to
show it outside we could.
HOW’S THE BOARD?
Motion to Adjourn by Sam Krieger (he gestured to adjourn instead of motioning, 5/10).
Meeting Adjourned

